A city steeped
in history

INTRODUCTION

Frontier economy

A

myth persists in Chengdu that it is the only
major Chinese city that has never changed its
name, bestowing a beguiling sense of integrity
to the city’s culture. Unfortunately it’s not true:
the city was known as Yizhou during the Tang Dynasty (618907), then it was briefly renamed Nanjing (southern capital)
when an emperor took refuge there, fleeing the An Lushan
rebellion. The city was also known as Xijing (western capital)
in 1644 after its conquest by Zhang Xianzhong – the leader
of a peasant rebellion.

The golden sunbird disc design dates back 3,200 years
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But these name changes, far from depleting the city’s
mystique, reflect its tremendous history, which began with
great tribal societies living outside what was then
considered as China.
In 2001, remnants of these peoples were accidentally
discovered by a construction firm that was working on an
apartment complex near Jinsha Road, in Chengdu’s
Qingyang district. The building work was shut down and a
full archaeological exploration proceeded, unearthing
relics from as early as 1200BC.
Back then the area where modern Chengdu is was part
of the ancient Shu Kingdom (not to be confused with the
later Shu Kingdom, which appeared some thousand years
after). The find revealed that between 1200 and 650BC
Chengdu became the political and cultural centre of this
kingdom, shifting the capital from Sanxingdui, about 40
kilometres north of Chengdu, in modern day Deyang.
The Shu occupied roughly the same area as modern
Sichuan province and was a rich civilisation, advanced in
techniques of production. The artefacts recovered at the
Jinsha site showcase the work of skilled bronze, jade and
gold smiths. Hundreds of ornamental and ritualistic pieces
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Ethnic Yi women in Chengdu’s
Jinli Street
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Key stats (Data: 2016)
Beijing

City

Permanent population: 16 million
Area:
14,300 square kilometres
Average disposable income
Urban:
Rmb35,902 (+8.1%)
Rural:
Rmb18,605 (+9.4%)
Trade:
Total:
Export:
Import:

Rmb271.34 billion (+11.0%)
Rmb145.05 billion (-2%)
Rmb129.26 billion (+30.9%)

Utilised FDI:

Rmb51 billion

Shanghai

Sichuan
Chengdu

Tourism

Gross revenue:
Total tourists:
Foreign tourists:
Domestic tourists:
Hotels:
Of which 5-star:

Rmb250.225 billion (+22.65%)
200.30 million (+4.68%)
2.72 million (+17.78%)
197.58 million (+4.52%)
6,000+
18

Hong Kong

Education

Undergraduates:
150,000 (Data: 2013)
63% of graduates then find work in the city
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are now on display at the Jinsha Museum in Chengdu,
including the Golden Sun Bird disc (see photo on page 8),
which has since become the official logo of the city.
But the kingdom was perhaps most renowned for its
silk production. The river that runs through Chengdu
today is called Brocade River (Jinjiang) because the dyed
silk weaves were washed in its water. Even the Chinese
character for the word Shu is said to have derived from the
depiction of a silkworm in a mulberry tree. The fame and
finery of Shu kingdom silk emboldens Chengdu’s claim as
the starting point of the ancient Silk Road – a boast echoed
by other cities, particularly since Xi Jinping launched the
modern Belt and Road Initiative.
The Shu eventually fell to the armies of Qin – the
mighty kingdom that would unify China in 221BC, giving
birth to the Qin dynasty. Shu was one of the first kingdoms
to succumb to the Qin, largely because of the lure of its
natural resources. The king of Qin had initially planned to
ignore Shu and pursue an Eastern campaign, but one of
his advisors observed that conquering “The Land of
Abundance” (as Shu was also known) would allow the Qin
armies to better equip themselves for the wars ahead.
The land of Shu was rich in iron ore, which could forge
stronger steel weapons; besides the fine silk, a flax-like
grass also grew in abundance, so troops could be clothed;
it was a major producer of salt, which could preserve food
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The Shu
kingdom ws
perhaps most
renowned for its
silk production
Shu brocade, a silk fabric interwoven with gold or silver threads.

and provide vital sodium; and its geographical position
was fortified by high mountains and an advantageous
point near the head of the Yangtze River. This abundance
fell to the Qin in 316BC. The formal city of Chengdu was
built, and named, in 313BC.
Although the Qin unified China, it remained a fractious
collection of states susceptible to intrigue and invasion,
and it would remain that way for centuries to come.
Chengdu’s position as a frontier city was particularly
fraught (Tibet, which borders Sichuan province, didn’t
become part of China until the Yuan Dynasty [1271-1368].
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“When you’re
young, don’t go
to Sichuan...”
A popular saying
implying that life in
Sichuan is so
leisurely that once
you go, you’ll never
want to leave
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Shu history and culture displayed at the Yongling Museum

As such, Chengdu was one of ancient China’s most westerly
cities). It grew prosperous from trade, which made it
susceptible to siege by usurping powers, as well as to raids
from foreign bandits.
It was during its tenure as China’s western trade hub
that the merchants of Chengdu developed the world’s first
recorded use of paper money, which they dubbed jiaozi.
Today the main strip in Chengdu’s financial city is called
Jiaozi Avenue (for more detail, see the Industry chapter).
But after the Tang Dynasty, China’s political and financial
power shifted eastward, and Chengdu fell into mild
obscurity.
Chengdu’s importance was rekindled in the early 20th
century as – to hear the city’s own take on the tale – the

catalyst for the Wuchang Uprising, which in turn sparked
wider rebellions that ultimately led to the overthrow of
China’s last dynasty, the Qing. What happened was that the
Qing court, impoverished from indemnities owed to
foreign powers, made the unpopular decision to
nationalise locally-managed railway projects and then sell
them to foreign banks in order to clear its debts.
The railway in Chengdu had been primarily funded by
the public in exchange for shares, so there was broad
indignation at the government’s nationalisation scheme.
Local leaders formed the Railway Protection Movement to
protest against the emperor’s plan, resulting in bloody
confrontations with Qing soldiers and police. As the
violence mounted the emperor mobilised troops from
neighbouring Hubei province to put down the protest.
With Hubei thus relatively unguarded, revolutionaries
grabbed the opportunity to seize the provincial capital,
Wuchang, on October 10, 1911. Other uprisings followed
and the Qing Dynasty collapsed by the end of the year.
Chengdu fell into 20 years of warlord control before being
brought to heel in the mid-thirties by the army of the
Republic of China.
Shortly after, Japan began its assault on Chinese
territory, and many refugees fled to the far-flung city of
Chengdu, seeking shelter. The Nationalist government
even fled there too, making Chengdu the wartime capital
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Chengdu GDP

Chengdu GDP by industry
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500,000
The number of
workers the
government
conscripted to
build the World
War Two airfield
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in 1938, before switching to nearby Chongqing. Chengdu
maintained a notable role in the war though, becoming
the launch base for Operation Matterhorn: an Americanled aerial bombing campaign against the Japanese using
bombers that could fly far enough to hit Japanese islands
some 2,400 kilometres away.
After World War Two, and the victory over the Japanese,
China returned to civil war, ending with a communist
victory on October 1, 1949, when the People’s Republic of
China was founded. But although the Communist Party
had declared victory, the fighting was not quite yet over.
The opposing Nationalist Party still had a few strongholds
on the mainland, and Chengdu was the last of them. The
Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-shek was forced to flee from
Chengdu to Taiwan in December 1949.
Despite the devastation of war, the influx of refugees
as well as government and allied military personnel
into Chengdu during these armed conflicts did help the
city to prosper, becoming a hub for trade and a centre
for education. After the Communist Party victory,
Chengdu’s role as a hub lessened but it did become an
important production site for chemicals, electronic
machinery and precision tools.
Today Chengdu is building on its history in precision
and electronic manufacturing and drawing from the
talent pools of its universities to develop itself as a key

Sichuan spicy crab

centre for tech innovation and production.
The city is developing an ecosystem that marries
modern finance with modern manufacturing, tied
together with its logistics capabilities, building on its role
as a hub in China’s southwest. And as the city thrives, the
locals are reviving Chengdu’s ancient identity as a city of
leisure, combining rich shopping opportunities with its
delicious Sichuanese cuisine. n
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A view from Chengdu
Sinopolis speaks to Eric He, branch manager at HSBC’s main
outlet in Chengdu, to get an overview of the city
Is Chengdu’s GDP growth among China’s highest?
I think the pace goes along with the national trend. It was much
faster five years ago and it has slowed down in the past two
years but like the rest of China it started picking up pace late last
year and this year we can see a higher growth rate in terms of
GDP. I think especially since the fourth quarter of last year, it is
picking up.
But it has been above the national average for years.
Compared with the coastal areas and South China, the base level
here is much lower, both in terms of the lump sum and also the
per capita figure. So with a lower base it is not so surprising to
see a higher growth rate.
What industries are driving the economic growth here?
Traditionally Sichuan province was known for agricultural products,
and also to some extent tourism, textiles and garments, but I think
now if you talk about GDP growth one of the largest drivers is
infrastructure building. If you go around the city there are lots of
construction sites for the subways. The city has now got four lines
in operation and there are eight or 10 more lines under
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construction, which I think is an appropriate number for a city this
size. But unlike Shenzhen, for example, Chengdu isn’t tying
subway development with property development. Chengdu Metro
pointed out that Hong Kong and Shenzhen have this sort of dualdevelopment arrangement, but the Chengdu government (which
owns Chengdu Metro) decided not to follow suit. Rather than
extend the subway to help develop new areas, it is being
expanded into areas that are already highly populated, so there is
not much new land for property developers to buy.
Even so, is property development an economic driver too?
Property is the topic you can talk about in every city in China.
The property developers definitely are one of the main drivers
here. But in addition the Chengdu government is also
encouraging high tech industries and software development.
There is an area in the high-tech district called the software
development zone and that, of course, is the area where the
government is trying to encourage companies to perform that
function, especially outsourcing companies. Some software
developers here get work from other cities and even other
countries. We have seen large tech companies setting up hub
centres in Chengdu, like Tencent and Alibaba. The government is
encouraging that.
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Why would companies outsource to, or open in, Chengdu?
I think one of the reasons is the human resources: companies can
get good people from the universities. There are at least three top
universities in Chengdu-Sichuan University, Southwest Finance
and Economic University, and the University of Electronic Science
and Technology.
Another factor is cost – both labour and land are much
cheaper than the coastal cities, and also the living standard and
the lifestyle is pretty good here. That’s very useful for attracting
people to work in Chengdu. If you see the property prices here,
they have gone up in the last 12 or 18 months but comparatively
it is still cheaper than other second-tier cities in eastern areas,
like Nanjing, Hefei and Xiamen.
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Chengdu was recently designated a Free Trade Zone, what
will be the specifics of that?
They won’t be very different from other FTZs, so we’re talking
about more effective administration primarily. I haven’t seen
many specific details in the FTZ plan yet, but so far as banking
and finance are concerned, Shanghai will retain its advantage
over all other FTZs, because business and individuals can set up
FTZ accounts in the banks there – these can effectively be seen
as offshore accounts. But that policy only goes to Shanghai.

Both Chengdu’s
labour and land
are much cheaper
than the coastal
cities

Eric He
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business area here is more active, more market-driven.
In terms of being a financial hub, I think if you talk about the
total assets managed by banks then it’s not very comparable,
because Chengdu is a city and Chongqing is a municipality. But if
you’re talking about foreign financial institutions, we can see there
are more foreign banks here than there are in Chongqing. There are
over 15 foreign banks with branches in Chengdu.

There are over
15 foreign banks
with branches
in Chengdu

Chengdu wants to position itself as the financial capital of
Southwest China. How does it measure against Chongqing in
that respect?
I would say the economy in Chengdu is probably much more
diversified than in Chongqing. Over the last 10 years, since
Chongqing became a direct-controlled municipality, the Chengdu
government has shown itself to be more hands-off. We don’t see
so many large SOEs in Chengdu as in Chongqing and the
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How does Chengdu stand to benefit from the Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI)?
I think so far Chengdu still hasn’t shown its unique advantage in
this respect over other cities, like Chongqing or even Xi’an,
because all these other cities around Chengdu are targeting
Europe and the BRI too. Chengdu is competing with Chongqing
here especially.
But it’s still evolving and the government is putting up some
policies to encourage businesses to develop along the ChinaEurope route. We have seen some local Chengdu companies
doing acquisitions in Europe.
Another direction I think the local government is trying to
encourage is for SOEs to invest in India. I have seen quite a few
cases of SOEs approaching us to explore the Indian market. One
of them is offering water management solutions – they’ve
experience doing this in Chengdu and they think that there will
probably be many infrastructure projects to do in India. Many
construction companies are looking that way too.
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